the grate. You can stand by it; sit by it: you can even, when Clara
is indiscreetly curious, lie by it; but you cannot be nailed to it
nor'fall by it nor inconvenience yourself in any way by it.
franklyn. What are we to do with this fellow, Con?
conrad. It's a pathological case. Theres a disease called
echolalia. It sets stupid people gabbling rhymes: that is, words
that echo each other. Imm here, being a clever chap, gabbles
ideas that echo. He's by way of being a pundit, and is really
only a punster.
immenso. Be it so. You may say the same of Plato, of Shake-
spear. At all events, I keep to the point, which is the home.
franklyn. Clara is the point.
immenso. She is the point inasmuch as you have a tendency
to stray from her. But the definition of a point is position without
magnitude. Now Clara has both position and magnitude; and
you will find that the more you attempt to destroy her position,
the more oppressive her magnitude will become.
franklyn. Imm: I know your trick of never arguing, but
simply talking every idea out of my head except your own ideas.
But it's no use your preaching the virtues of an imaginary world
of irrevocable contracts to me. We are struggling out of a tyranny
of sacred traditions, immutable laws, and irrevocable contracts
into a freedom in which we may prove all things and hold
fast to that which is good. If I find married life with Clara in-
tolerable, I shall chuck it and chuck her; and thats all about it.
immenso. Many men begin by chucking the woman they love.
The saying that "each man slays the thing he loves" would be
more true if it ran that "each man chucks the thing he loves";
but he usually chucks it under the chin. In any other sense you
will find it difficult to chuck Clara.
conrad. Tell me this. Suppose Frank and Clara, instead of
having at the outside twenty-five years more to live, had two
hundred and fifty! Suppose that having brought up one family
to the point at which that family naturally breaks up and the
young people depart and make new families of their own, they
were left to sit and stare at one another for two centuries, or to
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